Reflectance and Color Variations on Mercury: Regolith Processes and Compositional Heterogeneity
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Multispectral images of Mercury obtained by the MESSENGER spacecraft reveal that its surface has an overall relatively low reflectance with three large-scale units identified on the basis of reflectance and slope (0.4 to 1.0 micrometer). A high-reflectance, relatively red material occurs as a distinct class of smooth plains that were likely emplaced volcanically; a lower-reflectance material with a lesser spectral slope may represent a distinct crustal component enriched in opaque minerals, possibly more common at depth. A spectrally intermediate terrain probably forms most of the upper crust. Three other spectrally distinct but spatially restricted units include fresh crater ejecta less affected by space weathering than other surface materials; high-reflectance deposits seen in some crater floors; and moderately high-reflectance, relatively reddish material associated with rimless depressions.

The MESSENGER spacecraft encountered Mercury on 14 January 2008, and the Mercury Dual Imaging System (MDIS) (1) acquired monochrome, 0.75-μm narrow-angle camera (NAC) and 11-color, 0.4- to 1.0-μm wide-angle camera (WAC) images of parts of Mercury never before seen by a spacecraft. We used WAC color observations (~5 km/pixel) in conjunction with NAC high-resolution (~200 to 500 m/pixel) monochrome images to explore the dominant sources of spectral heterogeneity on Mercury's surface and their correlation with morphologic features.

Early ground-based observations showed that Mercury had a low disk-integrated reflectance and a relatively featureless, positively sloping spectrum across the visible to near-infrared (near-IR) wavelengths (2). The lack of resolvable near-IR absorptions led to the conclusion that Mercury's surface is low in ferrous iron (3–5). Reflectance and mid-IR emission spectroscopy led to the hypothesis that Mercury's upper crust is predominantly composed of plagioclase feldspar, likely with lesser amounts of low-iron pyroxene (enstatite and diopside) and olivine (forsterite) (4, 6, 7). The surface of Mercury is expected to be heavily altered through space weathering processes that suppress absorption features, lower reflectance, and increase spectral slope (redden the spectrum), thus complicating interpretations of spectral data (8). Optically immature materials that are excavated as ejecta and rays from young craters are typically found in deposits less than 100 km in diameter. These smaller deposits contain the less-altered spectral signature of underlying rock and thus provide more definitive information about the composition of the crust and the nature of space weathering processes. The Mariner 10 spacecraft provided the first high-resolution panchromatic and color observations of Mercury (3). Similarly to the Moon, crater rays exhibited higher reflectance and shallower slope at visible wavelengths, indicating that space weathering processes operated on Mercury (3, 9, 10). A major surprise from the Mariner 10 multispectral observations was the lack of reflectance contrast between Mercury's smooth plains, which resemble lunar maria, and the adjacent terrain. 

Fig. 1. MDIS WAC departure color sequence (EWO108829678 - EWO108829728C). (A) Photometrically corrected 560-nm-filter image. Largest reflectance contrasts are related to immature crater materials, the Caloris smooth plains (C), and Tolstoj basin (T) LRM. White box indicates standard spectral area used to normalize extracted spectra (Fig. 3A). (B) PC2 delimits regions with greatest color differences. Caloris smooth plains (C) and ejecta associated with Tolstoj basin (T) exhibit the greatest contrasts not associated with maturity variations. Low-reflectance craters (white arrows) in Caloris basin have the same high values in the PC2 image as Tolstoj ejecta (black arrows). (C) Color composite of spectral parameters used to separate units. Red is the inverse of PC2, green is PC1, and blue is relative visible color (430-nm/560-nm ratio). Unlabeled white arrows and irregular polygon indicate relatively young smooth plains deposits that exhibit clear spectral boundaries with basement materials (similar to Caloris plains, C), here interpreted to be volcanic in origin. Tsp denotes HRP within Tolstoj. Black arrows indicate red units interpreted as small volcanic centers.
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(3, 9, 10). Initial analysis of color ratio images led to the conclusion that, unlike on the Moon, color units on Mercury are not well correlated with geologic units (3, 9, 10). Later work based on an improved radiometric calibration of the Mariner 10 color images indicated that at least a subset of smooth plains on Mercury do indeed correspond to color unit boundaries, which bolsters the hypothesis that some of the smooth plains deposits were emplaced as volcanic flows (11, 12).

The MDIS image data (Figs. 1 and 2) were calibrated to radiance factor [known as reflectance, or I/F, observed radiance divided by solar irradiance from a normally-solar-illuminated Lambertian disk (13)], map-projected, and photometrically corrected to standard viewing geometry (30° solar incidence and 0° emission angles) using a Hapke function with parameters (14) derived from Earth-based telescopic measurements. Principal component (PC) analysis was used to identify variations in the 11-band multispectral data set and to identify regions with like spectral properties. In this case, the first principal component (PC1) predominantly maps reflectance variations, whereas the second (PC2) discriminates color variations. Discrete reflectance boundaries in the PC2 map primarily correspond to morphologic boundaries and thus indicate variations in physical state or chemistry (Fig. 1B). To isolate color differences further, we computed color ratios and compared them with the PC maps. We determined distinct regions from these parameter maps (Fig. 1) and extracted representative spectra for analysis (Fig. 3).

MDIS revealed previously unimaged terrain whose reflectance and color properties are similar to those of the region imaged by Mariner 10 (10–12). The three areally dominant spectral units are low-reflectance material (LRM), moderate-to-high-reflectance smooth plains (HRP), and spectacularly intermediate terrain (IT). The three units differ primarily in reflectance and share a red, lunar-like spectral slope indicative of mature, space-weathered soils. LRM (as much as ~30% lower than average reflectance) is widespread (Figs. 1 and 2); the most conspicuous exposures are found in the Tolstoy basin region (Fig. 2D), on some craters—most notably within the Caloris basin (Fig. 1, Fig. 2B)—and in the southern, heavily cratered parts of the newly imaged region (Fig. 1). In some instances, impact events excavated LRM from depth, and this material can be traced outward from the crater in the ejecta blanket (Fig. 2, C, E, and F). In all instances, the LRM has a moderate to shallow spectral slope (Fig. 3) and a shallow minimum near 600 nm. A broad annulus of somewhat dark material exterior to the Caloris basin is ~10% lower in reflectance than the planetary average, with complex interfering IT and LRM occurrences. Several large craters within the Caloris basin are composed of LRM, indicating that a substantial portion of the material beneath the basin interior smooth plains is also LRM. This annulus of mixed material is approximately equivalent to previously mapped basin ejecta facies (15). However, crater counts for a portion of the annulus show that its age is less than that of the Caloris interior plains (16). HRP, exemplified by those plains that cover the floor of the Caloris basin, typically have reflectances ~10% above the hemispheric average and exhibit a slightly steeper (redder) spectral slope. Most of the heavily cratered terrain has reflectance properties intermediate to those between those of HRP and LRM.

Three other spectrally distinct but spatially restricted units are also recognized: fresh crater ejecta, bright crater-floor deposits (BCFDs), and moderately high-reflectance relatively reddish material (red spots) associated with rimless depressions. The immature crater ejecta are materials with reflectance elevated as much as 70% above IT and are associated with the walls, floors, and rays of young impact craters (Fig. 2A). These higher-reflectance materials also have a less-red spectral slope (Fig. 3), as do fresh lunar crater materials (9, 10), suggesting that their optical properties have been less affected by space weathering. The BCFDs occur in distinct patches with abrupt boundaries and are found within only a few craters (Fig. 2B). Unlike fresh crater ejecta, the BCFD units do not appear to be associated with exposure of fresh material from the impact that formed the host crater. Similar bright floor deposits were identified in Mariner 10 images (17, 18). This same material is also found in massifs of the peak rings of Raditladi and Eminescu basins. The peak-ring massifs are surrounded by aureoles of comparable high-reflectance material that extend radially for several kilometers. The red spots have elevated reflectances (up to 30% above average), occurring as diffuse halos surrounding scalloped-edged, rimless depressions along the margin of Caloris basin (19, 20) and in the interiors of several craters of the southern heavily cratered terrain. These latter materials are distinguished from fresh-crater and BCFD materials by their spectral slope, which is the reddest observed by MESSENGER. Mariner 10 also observed materials with similar spectral characteristics, the most conspicuous found in the crater Lermontov (10, 11, 18), but central depressions were seen in only one (10).

A consistent attribute of spectra of all of the units is a lack of evidence for an absorption near 1-μm due to ferrous iron in silicates (Fig. 3A). WAC imaging has a spatial resolution two orders of magnitude higher than ground-based spectra, and it resolves fresh impact materials. To under-

Fig. 2. (A) Basho crater (64-km diameter). High-reflectance ray material likely represents immature material, whereas the LRM near the rim may represent immature material of a different composition (EN0108828233M). (B) Two impact craters with low-reflectance walls found within the Caloris basin. Sander crater (upper right, 50-km diameter) exhibits BCFDs (EN01088266687M). (C) Linear streamers (unlabeled arrows) at Mozart crater (215-km diameter) trace LRM excavated during the impact. Exposures of the same material are visible in the crater wall (W arrows) and in the central peak ring (P (EN0108827022M). (D) Tolstoy HRP (SP) superposed on LRM (arrows); image 825 km wide (EN0108828337M, EN0108828342M). (E) Color parameter image highlighting complex color relations. White arrows indicate color anomaly associated with LRM streamers at Mozart crater. Rayed crater at lower left illustrates common occurrence of redder material (black arrow) on the rim of immature craters; image ~800 km wide. (F) Western boundary of Caloris HRP (arrows) and basin rim. Note the radial color texture in the lower reflectance annular plains; image ~600 km wide [frame numbers and color scheme for (E) and (F) in Fig. 1 caption]. North is toward the top in all images.
stand the origin of Mercury's reflectance variations despite the low abundance of ferrous iron in silicate, it is informative to compare Mercury's reflectance to that of the Moon. Mercury’s geometric reflectance is reported to range from 10% higher to 15% lower than the Moon (14), and recent estimates over a broad range of phase angles indicate that the Moon's reflectance is 7 to 17% higher than Mercury’s, depending on phase angle (21). MESSENGER acquired low-resolution NAC (25 km/pixel) images of the Moon that provide a valuable reference for comparing with NAC Mercury images because the phase angle was nearly identical (65.8° for Mercury, 65.1° for the Moon), eliminating the need for photometric corrections. Comparison of two small areas (highlands on the Moon at 63.2°S, 275.8°E, and Mercury at 1.6°S, 116.1°E) at nearly identical photometric angles shows that Mercury’s reflectance (mature IT) is ~27% lower than the mature lunar highlands area, with ~5 weight percent (wt %) FeO (22). Previous Moon-Mercury reflectance comparisons were tied to the lunar nearside. To perform a similar comparison, we normalized the Clementine 0.75-μm reflectance map of the Moon to 65° phase angle to match the I/F value at the standard location above, and we determined a lunar nearside average I/F of 0.022 (65° phase). This normalization depends only on the MDIS I/F values, removing uncertainties from the Clementine absolute radiometric calibration from our analysis. A similar approach was used to scale a photometrically normalized NAC 0.75-μm mosaic of the departing hemisphere of Mercury to 66° phase angle, revealing an average I/F of 0.019, a value 14 ± 3% lower than the lunar nearside average. These results are consistent with Earth-based estimates of I/F for the Moon and Mercury that show Mercury’s I/F is 8% lower than that of the lunar nearside at 65° phase angle (V band 0.55 μm) (21).

Approximately one-third of the lunar nearside is covered by mare basalt containing 16 to 20 wt % FeO and 0 to 13 wt % TiO₂, compared with ~6 wt % FeO and <1 wt % TiO₂ for the lunar highlands (23). In the absence of substantial iron in silicates, alternatives for lowering reflectance on Mercury include spectrally neutral opaque minerals (10) and meteoritic material (24). Both can provide a source of ferrous iron for space-weathering-produced submicrometric metallic iron (known as SFe or nanophase iron) blebs and coatings (8, 24, 25). Meteorite impacts are randomly distributed, so if meteoritic material were the source of ferrous iron, the surface of Mercury would be nearly uniform in reflectance except for rays of immature material. The major spectral trend in the data (Fig. 3) is caused by changes in slopes of both the visible and IR parts of the spectrum for fresh craters, consistent with exposure of immature regolith. However, a secondary trend in the data corresponds to a spectral change distinct from regolith maturity, from higher-reflectance smooth plains to LRM (Fig. 3B). This trend is especially evident at the Tolstoj basin. Tolstoj’s interior smooth plains are relatively high in reflectance, whereas the ejecta deposits are relatively low in reflectance and less red. We interpret this distinct spectral trend to indicate that a low-reflectance, relatively spectrally neutral component occurs in the upper crust and is admixed in basin ejecta but absent in the smooth plains.

Supporting evidence for a low-reflectance component in portions of Mercury’s crust comes from comparison of reflectances of fresh impact materials on Mercury and the Moon. If Mercury’s bulk crust is predominantly composed of silicate minerals with low iron and titanium abundances (4, 6, 7, 9, 10), immature material should have relatively high reflectance, perhaps similar to or greater than immature materials found in the low-iron lunar farside highlands (18, 26). Analysis of Mariner 10 images indicated that immature material on Mercury is up to 30% lower in reflectance than comparable immature lunar highland material (18). We find similar relations when comparing MDIS NAC mosaics of Mercury and Clementine 0.75-μm mosaics of the Moon, corrected to comparable phase angles as described above and resampled to 5 km/pixel. High-reflectance crater ejecta falls in the reflectance range 0.032 to 0.045 on Mercury, and 0.038 to 0.048 in the lunar highlands. Thus, the reflectance of immature material on Mercury is typically 10% to 20% lower than in the lunar highlands, indicating that Mercury’s crust harbors a larger fraction of a low-reflectance component.

What is the nature of Mercury’s low-reflectance component? The surface expression of LRM (Figs. 1A and 2) demands endogenic variations within the crust and is not simply an effect of space weathering. Low-reflectance halos interpreted as dark impact melt are observed at lunar craters such as Tycho (27), but there is no evidence that the production of impact glass alone could result in the reflectance contrast on the Moon or Mercury, and it is unlikely that the overall reflectance of a major regional unit such as the LRM can be attributed to impact melt. The spectral characteristics of the LRM (shallow visible to near-IR spectral slope and a shallow minimum near 600 nm) (Fig. 3B) are indicative of its composition. Opaque minerals such as ilmenite (FeTiO₃) and ilvaite (Fe₂TiO₄) (28, 29) are low in reflectance, have a flat spectral slope (spectrally neutral), and exhibit a minimum near 600 nm. Such minerals contain ferrous iron, but the 1-μm band is displayed as a broad, weak maximum. Mercury’s low reflectance and overall red spectral slope requires that iron be present in some form (either ferrous or metallic or both). The presence of near-ultraviolet heterogeneity and the lack of an obvious 1-μm feature indicative of FeO in silicates is corroborated by the Mercury Atmospheric and Surface Composition Spectrometer (MASCS) surface reflectance spectra (30). The relatively flat spectral slope and the shallow minimum in normalized reflectance near 600 nm for
the LRM are also seen in the MASCS data (30). From these observations and previous work (2–7, 10, 18, 21), we propose that Mercury’s crust is composed of iron-poor calcium-magnesium silicates (e.g., plagioclase, enstatite, pigeonite, and diopside) with a detectable component of spectrally neutral opaque minerals. Ilmenite (FeTiO3) is the most likely candidate based on lunar analogy and cosmochemical abundance considerations. This lithology is broadly basaltic to gabbroic, with nearly all ferrous iron contained in opaque minerals and not in silicates, requiring redox conditions at or near the iron-wüstite buffer. An alternative to ilmenite is native iron metal, but such a material is relatively red at typical lunar regolith grain sizes (29, 31) and implies more reducing conditions than iron-wüstite. The distinctively red smooth plains (HRP) appear to be large-scale volcanic deposits stratigraphically equivalent to the lunar maria (20), and their spectral properties (steeper spectral slope) are consistent with magnetically depleted in opaque materials. The large areal extent (>106 km2) of the Caloris HRP is inconsistent with the hypothesis that volcanism was probably shallow and local (10), rather, such volcanism was likely a product of extensive partial melting of the upper mantle.
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The origin of plains on Mercury, whether by volcanic flooding or impact ejecta ponding, has been controversial since the Mariner 10 flybys (1974–75). High-resolution images (down to 150 meters per pixel) obtained during the first MESSENGER flyby show evidence for volcanic vents around the Caloris basin inner margin and demonstrate that plains were emplaced sequentially and adjacent to numerous large impact craters, to thicknesses in excess of several kilometers. Radial graben and a floor-fractured crater may indicate intrusive activity. These observations, coupled with additional evidence from color images and impact crater size-frequency distributions, support a volcanic origin for several regions of plains and substantiate the important role of volcanism in the geological history of Mercury.

As the Moon has distinctive composition-related differences in reflectance between highlands and volcanic maria, the reflectance of Mercury and of its smooth plains is relatively uniform, and therefore the role of volcanism is less obvious. Mariner 10 images, obtained shortly after the Apollo 16 mission to the Moon, revealed two widespread plains units that are similar to the lunar Cayley light plains (2, 3): smooth plains and intercrater plains (4). These plains deposits on Mercury were interpreted to be volcanic in origin, on the basis of their smoothness and apparent ponding and embayment of lowland terrain (4, 5). Other researchers, influenced by Apollo 16 results showing that similar-appearing deposits on the Moon were impact breccias, argued that Mercury’s smooth plains represented basin ejecta deposits (3, 6). The relatively low resolution of Mariner 10 images (typically ~1 km per pixel) was insufficient to resolve this issue. Lunar-like volcanic features, such as small shields, cones, sinuous rilles, and other vent-related structures, were not detected in Mariner 10 images (7, 8), and the features that were observed did not provide conclusive evidence of a volcanic origin. For example, lobe fronts exposed at the edge of smooth plains suggested the presence of volcanic flow margins on Mercury, but similar features have been identified on the margins of lunar basin ejecta flows (8, 9). The density of impact craters on Caloris...